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ABSTRACT This paper presents a unified framework for Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)-based retrans-
mission schemes in multi-user broadcast environments. Two perspectives, namely, coded packet design
and the enhancement of the ARQ protocol, are used to establish the unified framework. Consequently,
the combined use of index coding and ARQ incorporated with memory is demonstrated to be beneficial
toward performance enhancement in terms of transmission efficiency and memory overhead. Specifically,
the asymptotic and finite transmission efficiencies of the index-coded ARQ incorporated with memory are
analyzed to be close to the optimum over a wide range of packet error probabilities and the number of
users, which is validated numerical evaluations. Furthermore, the use of index coding is analyzed to be also
favourable in terms of memory overhead in comparison with the memory ARQ. Thus, index-coded ARQ
with appropriate use of memory is shown to be a reasonable option in a practical sense, which sheds light
on the possibility that multi-user coded ARQ can play a crucial role for a reliable broadcast beyond unicast.

INDEX TERMS ARQ, broadcast, index coding, memory overhead, retransmission, transmission efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
From an information-theoretic perspective, there exist com-
mon and private messages for the transmission of information
from one transmitter (Tx) to multiple receivers (Rxs) [1].
For the transmission of the common and private messages,
broadcast and unicast are usually used, particularly in mobile
communications. Unlike the unicast, the broadcast has a
peculiarity in that it targets a large number of recipients.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase reliability by reflecting
this specificity, which is essential for mobile communication.
For this reason, a representative broadcast coding scheme that
emerged is a rateless coding [2], [3]. The rateless coding is
leveraged for a reliable broadcast, beyond a sort of best-effort
data transmission, in the application layer, and an Auto-
matic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) is used mainly for a reliable
unicast [4]. The ARQ is a practically attractive retransmis-
sion technique, as defined in the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) standard specifications [5]. Therefore, if the
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ARQ performs reasonably in broadcast environments, its
usefulness will be further winged.

However, the wall between different transmission tech-
nologies that provide two exclusive service areas has recently
been broken. Specifically, several studies have explored the
application of ARQ to broadcast service beyond unicast
service. The application of ARQ is inherently not limited
to unicast because ACK or Negative ACK (NACK) feed-
back from multiple Rxs is feasible through a feedback link,
which is realized with an almost error-free channel. Another
noteworthy discovery is that the transmission efficiency of
the ARQ can be enhanced by using index coding, which
is equivalent to network coding [6]. Depending on the tar-
get service, i.e., real-time or delay-tolerant service, various
retransmission schemes have been developed with numerical
validation. Table 1 depicts representative studies [7]–[20]
conducted for achieving efficient retransmission in the frame-
work of the ARQ protocol for point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint (broadcast) communications in comparison with
contributions from this study.

For validating our theoretic and numerical analysis on the
ARQ based broadcast schemes, we also consider the Random
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TABLE 1. A concise comparison of our work with the existing ARQ based broadcast schemes.

Linear Network Coding (RLNC) which achieves the optimal
transmission efficiency [21]. It is noteworthy that the RLNC
itself has been evolved to be feasible in a practical sense.
Specifically, the development of RLNC for achieving not
only reliability but also reasonable computational complexity,
i.e., from block-based RLNC to the practical finite sliding
window RLNC which does not require feedback. We refer
to [22] and references therein.

The main contribution of this study is to provide a uni-
fied analysis on ARQ-based broadcast with the two Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). Specifically, the transmission
efficiency and memory overhead at the Tx are considered
and identified to validate efficient ARQ-based retransmission
schemes, thereby enhancing their performance. Based on
the unified framework with ARQ retransmission, a nearly
optimal broadcast scheme has been devised as a by-product,
which is shown to be Index Coded Automatic Repeat reQuest
with Memory (IC-MARQ) 1 in the perspectives of the finite
and asymptotic performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, a system model is described, and ARQ-based
retransmission schemes are analyzed based on technically
feasible ingredients such as the index coding and ARQ
with and without memory. More specifically, the perspec-
tives of coded packet design and ARQ-based retransmission
enhancement are explored in Section III. This is followed
by the numerical validation presented in Section IV. Finally,
the conclusion of the paper is outlined in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A wireless channel is considered for a broadcast service that
is assumed to be delay-tolerant such as bulk data transfer.
The wireless channel consists of one Tx and K Rxs. For
reliable packet transmission from one Tx, it is assumed that
retransmission is feasible based on ACK or NACK feed-
back from each Rx, which is through the almost error-free
channel. In this study, the wireless channel is assumed to be
homogeneous, that is, the packet error probability P[k] at the
k-th Rx is equal to P irrespective of k , where k ranges from
1 to K . The packet transmission is divided into two modes.

1For further understanding on the IC-MARQ, please refer to the
Section III.

Onemode is the transmission of the originalN packets, where
N is considered to be sufficiently large. The other mode is
retransmission for packet(s) such that at least one Rx fails
to recover the packet(s). The ARQ protocol is operated in a
consecutive manner, such that original packet transmission is
completed, followed by the retransmission mode, where the
number of retransmissions is greater than or equal to 1.

For any packet retransmission scheme, the transmission
efficiency, one of the KPIs, is defined as

0 =
NT
N
, (1)

whereNT is the total number of transmitted packets including
NT − N retransmitted packets. To minimize the NT − N
retransmitted packets, an index coding equivalent to network
coding is considered. Instead of using uncoded packets, coded
packets using index coding are considered to enhance trans-
mission efficiency.

In this study, the retransmission schemes are considered
under the unified framework of ARQ by incorporating coded
packet design according to the packet error pattern from
each Rx feedback. To understanding the mathematical per-
formance analysis of retransmission, the following notations
are used:
• M [i](i = 1, 2, · · · , K ): Set of packets for which i
Rxs decode the originalN packets successfully and send
ACK feedback.

• M [i]
j (j = 1, 2, · · · , KCi): Disjoint subsets of M [i]

denoting the j-th packet error pattern from the perspec-
tive of each Rx.

• For real-valued functions f and g, f (x) = O(g(x)) when
α and x0 exist such that f (x) ≤ α · g(x) for all x ≥ x0.

For example, when K = 3, all packet error patterns can be
described as mentioned in Table 2.

In a wireless broadcast service environment, it is inevitable
to confront packet errors occurred at eachRx. In this situation,
the following are considered to guarantee reasonable trans-
mission efficiency in the asymptotic as well as finite sense.
• Design of coded packet for retransmission
• Enhancement of ARQ-based retransmission
In the next two sections, two major technical issues are

addressed using insights from mathematical analysis and
implementation perspectives.
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TABLE 2. Packet error pattern when K = 3 [18].

III. MULTI-USER CODED ARQ ANALYSIS
A. CODED PACKET DESIGN PERSPECTIVE
The prominent methodology to enhance transmission effi-
ciency in the transmission mode is using coded packets in
a broadcast environment to send common data to multiple
Rxs [13]–[18].

On the other hand, there is always a trade-off between
transmission efficiency and computational complexity to
leverage the feasible coded packet. One reasonable way to
achieve an appropriate level of trade-off is to consider a coded
packet design for optimal retransmission from an asymptotic
perspective. The following Lemma elaborates the steps to
achieve asymptotically optimal transmission efficiency.
Lemma 1: For ARQ-based retransmission with K and P,

index-coded packet using only the packet error pattern set of
M [K ] is optimal in terms of the transmission efficiency when
P < O

(
K−(1+ε)

)
for a sufficiently large K with ε > 0.6

Proof: It follows from [18], and the specific coding
scheme has been elaborated therein.

From Lemma 1, it is observed that the packet error
pattern subset of M [K−1]

K is the dominant factor that is
index-coded for achieving optimal transmission efficiency
asymptotically. Then, one natural extension method is to
consider multi-layered structures for index coding. Figure 1
describes the two-layered structure for index coding concep-
tually. When each Rx stores the successfully decoded packets
and their corresponding sequence numbers, the feasibility of
multi-layered index coding is guaranteed. However, the con-
tribution of the multi-layer structure to the transmission effi-
ciency is not significant.

This is because when L layered index coded structure is
employed, the probability of occurrence of the most influen-
tial event associated with M [K−1]

K is proportional to

PL (1− P)L , (2)

which becomes negligible when L increases due to
P (0 ≤ P ≤ 1/2). In this study, we focus on L = 1, which is
a one-layered index coding structure.
Theorem 1: For a wireless channel with a broadcast ser-

vice with packet error pattern set M [i]’s (i = 1, 2, · · · , K )
and their packet error pattern subsets M [i]

j ’s (j =

1, 2, · · · , KCi), the packet error message set to be index
coded as a common data is only M [K−1].

Proof: For a given K , messages and Rx domains are
denoted as M and R, respectively. For a packet error pat-
tern set of M [i]

j , the lengths of M and R are given by KCi
and K , respectively. Then, i becomes the number of ACKs
in the R domain. Consequently, the number of ACKs over

M is given by

(KCi) · i
K

. (3)

From (3), it is evident that the number of ACKs is
K − 1 over M domain only when i = K − 1,
which corresponds to one common index coded data,
i.e., m[K−1]

1 ⊕ m[K−1]
2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ m[K−1]

K .

B. ARQ-BASED RETRANSMISSION ENHANCEMENT
PERSPECTIVE
In the wireless broadcast service environment, the use of
index coded packets for common messages is proved to
be effective to achieve the asymptotic transmission effi-
ciency, as described in Lemma 1. This transmission effi-
ciency is closely linked to an ARQ retransmission scheme,
especially in the finite range of the packet error probability
(P). In the following theorem, the transmission efficiency of
index-coded ARQ with L = 1 appears to be closely linked to
ARQ retransmission, which remains a dominant factor along
with leveraging coded packet transmission.
Lemma 2: For broadcast of N ′ packets with N ′ ≤ N ,

the average number of total transmitted packets is given by

N ′ · 0ARQ. (4)

Proof: The proof is straightforward when the definition
of transmission efficiency is taken into account and thus is
not provided.

There are a number of ARQ schemes of which the
transmission efficiencies are different depending on the avail-
ability of memory for packet historymanagement at one com-
mon Tx. In the following section, two typical ARQ schemes
are considered from the perspective of the transmission
efficiency.
Theorem 2: For a memory less ARQ with no packet his-

tory management, 0 is given by

1
(1− P)K

. (5)

For Memory ARQ (MARQ) with packet history manage-
ment, the following 0 is achieved.

K∑
i=1

(−1)k−1
(
K
k

)
1− PK

. (6)

Proof: In the case of a Tx without memory for packet
history management, there is a retransmission whenever at
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FIGURE 1. Example: Multi-layered index coding when L = 2.

least one Rx does not receive an original packet with proba-
bility of 1− (1−P)K . Therefore, the average number of total
transmitted packets, including the retransmission is given by

N

1−
{
1− (1− P)K

} = N
(1− P)K

. (7)

In the case of ARQ with memory for packet history man-
agement, the Tx can retransmit an original packet m ∈ U ,
only in the presence of at least one Rx that was not successful
in decoding the original packet successfully during all the pre-
vious retransmission modes. Therefore, the average number
of total transmitted packets are expressed as

N
∞∑
t=1

t
{
(1− Pt )K − (1− Pt−1)K

}
. (8)

Intuitively, the t-th transmission is performed in the pres-
ence of at least one Rx with unsuccessful packet decoding
until the (t − 1)-th transmission. Using a power series with
mathematical induction, the following is derived.

N
∞∑
t=1

t
{
(1− Pr )K − (1− Pr−1)K

}

= N
K∑
i=1

(−1)k−1
(
K
k

)
1− PK

. (9)

Finally, by the definition of transmission efficiency in
(1), the two transmission efficiencies of ARQ schemes,
i.e., MARQ and ARQ with and without memory for packet
history management are given by

K∑
i=1

(−1)k−1
(
K
k

)
1− PK

(10)

and
1

(1− P)K
, (11)

respectively.
For notational convenience, (10) and (11) are denoted as

0MARQ and 0ARQ, respectively.

Theorem 3: For a given ARQ retransmission scheme with
a transmission efficiency of 0ARQ, the following transmis-
sion efficiency is achieved.

1+
{
1− (1− P)K − (K − 1)(1− P)K−1P

}
· 0. (12)

Proof: For broadcasted original N packets, the set of
all N packets are partitioned into M [K ], M [K−1], and U −⋃K

i=K−1M
[i], where U is

⋃K
i=0M

[i]. The number of packets
in the subsets ofM [K ],M [K−1], andU−

⋃K
i=K−1M

[i] is given
by

(1− P)KN , (13)

K (1− P)K−1PN , (14)

and {
1− (1− P)K − K (1− P)K−1P

}
N . (15)

In (14), the number of packets can be reduced to
K (1− P)K−1PN , (16)

by leveraging index coding with L = 1.

(1− P)K−1PN , (17)

Using Lemma 2 with (13), (15), and (16), the average
number of total transmitted packets including retransmission
becomes

1+
{
1− (1− P)K − (K − 1)(1− P)K−1P

}
· 0ARQ. (18)

Corollary 1: For a wireless broadcast service environ-
ment, index coded ARQ protocols2 can achieve the following
transmission efficiencies

1+
{
1− (1− P)K − (K − 1)(1− P)K−1P

}
· 0ARQ (19)

and
1

(1− P)K
−

(K − 1)P
1− P

, (20)

respectively.

2For brevity, index-coded ARQ with and without memory for packet his-
tory management will be denoted as IC-MARQ and IC-ARQ, respectively.
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FIGURE 2. Transmission efficiency with respect to the packet error probability when
K = 5.

Proof: It follows directly from Theorem 3 with some
mathematical manipulations, which is omitted.

From evaluating (11) and (10) numerically, it is observed
that the additional use of memory at the Tx can enhance
transmission efficiency. Another non-trivial extension is as
follows: even with a reduced memory at the transmitter,
we can still guarantee further enhancement of the transmis-
sion efficiency in comparison to the memory ARQ in (10),
which is achieved by taking advantage of coded packets for
retransmission.
Theorem 4: For N packet ARQ-based transmission with

full memory at the Tx, the use of index coding is always
efficient, on an average, for storing transmitted packets in the
retransmission mode, where, N is sufficiently large.

Proof: Consider the ARQ with full memory. Here,
the number of packets that are correctly decoded at all Rxs
is given by

(1− P)K . (21)

Therefore, the Tx needs to store
{
1− (1− P)K

}
·N pack-

ets on an average, when N is sufficiently large. However,
the number of packets to be stored can further be reduced to{

1− (K − 1)(1− P)K−1P− (1− P)K
}
· N . (22)

This is achieved by leveraging the index coding with L = 1
over packets corresponding to M [K−1]. From (22), the num-
ber of packets that do not need to be stored on the Tx, on an
average, becomes{

(K − 1)(1− P)K−1P+ (1− P)K
}
· N . (23)

It is noted that the numerator in (23) has
KP− 2P+ 1 = KP− P+ 1− P (24)

≥ 1− P (25)

due to K ≥ 2. Therefore,

(K − 1)(1− P)K−1P+ (1− P)K

(1− P)K
≥ 1, (26)

which completes the proof.
Corollary 2: The memory overhead ratio during the

retransmission mode is defined as
N ′

N
, (27)

where N ′ is the number of packets to be stored for retrans-
mission with N ′ ≤ N , where N is the number of original
packets. The memory overhead ratios of 0.6321 and 0.2642
are achieved when P goes to 0 with K = 1/P, where the
former and latter correspond to memory ARQ and IC-ARQ
with memory, respectively.

Proof: The proof is omitted because it is easily derived
using Theorem 4 with some mathematical manipulations and
the constant of

e = lim
h→0

(1+ h)1/h

≈ 2.7183. (28)

Remark 1: When P tends to 0, the number of Rxs for a
broadcast service can be increased intuitively. Accordingly,
the scaling of K = 1/P is justified. Moreover, leveraging
index coding can achieve efficiency in memory overhead,
as shown in Corollary 2. Consequently, the use of index
coding at the Tx during retransmission guarantees retrans-
mission performance in terms of transmission efficiency as
well as memory overhead. This increases the feasibility of
implementation.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Based on the performance analysis in the previous section,
ARQ-based retransmission schemes are evaluated using
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FIGURE 3. Transmission efficiency with respect to the packet error probability when
K = 20.

TABLE 3. Characterization of various ARQ-based retransmission schemes and their transmission efficiencies.

a metric of transmission efficiency, which is described
in Table 1. To enhance the transmission efficiency, the two
perspectives considered are: coded packet design and
ARQ-based retransmission. The contribution of the multi-
layered (L > 1) index coding on the transmission efficiency
is shown to be insignificant in coded packet design because
PL goes to 0 when 0 ≤ P ≤ 1/2. In this context, the retrans-
mission schemes are validated by leveraging the index coding
with L = 1, by comparing it with typically used ARQ
schemes. The enhancement of transmission efficiency in a
wide range of packet error probabilities and the number of
Rxs is guaranteed during the practical use of the ARQ-based
retransmission scheme. This is covered in the next subsection.

A. TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY WITH RESPECT TO THE
PACKET ERROR PROBABILITY
Figs. 2 and 3 represents the transmission efficiency according
to packet error probability. As the packet error probability
tends to 0, it is observed that IC-ARQ and IC-MARQ are
closer to the optimal scheme, i.e., RLNC. The first reason
for this is that IC-ARQ has near optimal transmission effi-
ciency when P ≤ O

(
K−(1+ε)

)
, with sufficiently large K and

ε > 0 from (20). The second reason is that the IC-MARQ

is always greater than or equal to IC-ARQ owing to more
efficient ARQ-based retransmission by leveraging the packet
history management of each Rx. The beneficial effect of
index coding is noticeable by comparing ARQ (MARQ) with
IC-ARQ (IC-MARQ).

One counterintuitive phenomenon is observed from
Figs. 2 and 3. Specifically, the transmission efficiency of
the MARQ is observed to be strictly greater than that of
IC-MARQ in a wide range of packet error probabilities.
Thus, when the packet error probability is not small, i.e., P
is near 10−1, the use of coded packets prevents the MARQ
from enhancing the transmission efficiency. Note that this
phenomenon is particularly pronounced when the number of
Rxs (K ) is large.

B. TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY WITH RESPECT TO THE
NUMBER OF RXS
Intuitively, as the number of Rxs increases, the number of
retransmission increases, which is a common characteristic
of all ARQ-based retransmission schemes.

On the other hand, the optimal scheme, i.e., RLNC
achieves optimal transmission efficiency, which is a constant,
at the cost of a considerable amount of computation. This is
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FIGURE 4. Transmission efficiency with respect to the number of Rxs when
P = 10−1.

FIGURE 5. Transmission efficiency with respect to the number of Rxs when
P = 10−3.

related to a high decoding complexity over the Galois Field
(GF) [23]. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is observed that as the packet
error probability approaches 0, the contribution of packet
history management with memory becomes negligible when
index coding is leveraged, as observed from the comparison
between IC-ARQ and IC-MARQ.

From the perspective of finite performance, IC-ARQ
(IC-MARQ) outperforms ARQ (IC-ARQ), which is made
feasible by coded packet design, called index coding. One
counterintuitive phenomenon is the existence of a regime
of packet error probabilities and the number of Rxs such
that the index coding is ineffective, which is seen from
Fig. 4. However, this phenomenon becomes insignificant as
the packet error probability decreases to 0. In this asymptotic

case, IC-ARQ and IC-MARQ are observed to be close to
optimum.

V. CONCLUSION
In the quest for the optimum, which is the RLNC [21] for
broadcast environments, it was shown that the combined use
of coded packet design by leveraging index coding and ARQ
protocol enhancement with packet history management was
the beneficial approach in an individual case. Counter intu-
itively, there exist a regime of packet error probabilities and
the number of Rxs such that simultaneous use of index coding
and ARQ protocol incorporating memory for packet history
management can sometimes collide, which is insignificant
for all possible regimes of packet error probabilities and
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the number of Rxs. In addition, it was confirmed that the
transmission efficiency of the IC-MARQ was close to the
optimum when the packet error probability was close to 0,
and the number of Rxs was not negligible. Based on KPIs
such as the transmission efficiency and memory overhead,
the ARQ-based retransmission scheme was shown to be a
reasonable option based on asymptotic and finite perspective.
Furthermore, when the packet error probability was close to 0,
the simplified IC-ARQwith L = 1 was close to the optimum,
even without the use of a sophisticated ARQ protocol, which
was consistent with a previous study [18]. The RLNC as
a non ARQ-based broadcast scheme can be considered as
another crucial axis of reliable broadcast scheme. In this
case, one of the critical technical issues can be to minimize
an end-to-end delay, and in particular, the FEC design that
achieves the minimum end-to-end latency from the viewpoint
of delay transmission efficiency trade-off can become one
of the critical issues to be handled in a practical sense [24],
which can be a reasonable future research direction. As a by-
product from the unified analysis on the ARQ-based broad-
cast, it was found that IC-MARQ is close to the optimum
in the sense of transmission efficiency in a wide range of
packet error probabilities and the number of users. Therefore,
the broadcast service was observed to be achievable on a
convincing level via ARQ, which highlights the possibility
that ARQ can be truly used as a reliable broadcast beyond
the unicast.
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